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abstract.  A generally accepted, objective way to differentiate reliable generators of accurate 
information from purveyors of “fake news” would take significant positive steps toward combat-
ing its spread. Other spheres of our economy successfully use private accreditation systems to 
distinguish quality products and services from those that are inferior or fraudulent. This Essay 
considers online platforms’ current approaches to fake news before contemplating how a similar 
nongovernmental accreditation system might work to distinguish reliable journalism from disin-
formation. 

 
“A Lie would travel from Maine to Georgia while  

Truth was getting on his boots.”1 
 
Early in the morning on June 14, 2017, a gunman opened fire as Republican 

members of Congress were practicing at baseball fields in Alexandria, injuring 
five people.2 Within minutes, misinformation began circulating across the In-
ternet.3 InfoWars accused the shooter of being “radicalized” by mainstream 

 

1. Fisher Ames is credited with saying this in an 1821 edition of The North American Review and 
an 1831 article in the Niles’ Weekly Register. See WILLIAM TUDOR, MISCELLANIES 53 (Wells and 
Lilly, 1821); Letter to the Editor, NILES’ WKLY. REG. (May 7, 1831) (“[F]alsehood proceeds 
from Maine to Georgia, while truth is pulling on his boots.”). 

2. Jane Lytvyenko and Zahra Hirji, Here’s the Misinformation Going Around About the Alexandria 
Shooting, BUZZFEED NEWS (June 14, 2017, 6:19 PM), http://www.buzzfeed.com
/janelytvynenko/heres-the-misinformation-going-around-about-the-alexandria [http://
perma.cc/Z4XY-VPCF]. 

3. Id. 
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media attacks on President Trump.4 Alex Jones claimed that CNN “endorsed” 
the attack.5 A tweet blaming the attack on a nonexistent call by former Attorney 
General Loretta Lynch for “more blood on the streets” was widely retweeted 
and liked.6 All of this patently false information soon spread through social 
media like wildfire. The episode was not unique,7 and it demonstrates how the 
decline of the newspaper industry and the rise of social media websites as the 
primary distributors of news enables the rapid dissemination of false infor-
mation. 

The issue of “fake news” is of course multifaceted, and even its definition 
can be slippery.8 For purposes of this Essay, we are concerned with information 
that is knowingly false or intentionally misleading, presented in forms that 
make it difficult to distinguish truth from fiction. Most importantly, this in-
cludes fake news propagators that mimic the appearance of a journalistic en-
deavor.9 When purveyors of fake news imitate traditional media, they give 
their audience the impression that they function within the same constraints as 
traditional media. Some even refer to themselves as “the new yellow journal-
ists,”10 implying that their activities are simply sensationalist departures from 

 

4. Paul Joseph Watson, Le�ist Gunman Shoots Republican Congressman in Media-Inspired Terror 
Attack, INFOWARS (June 14, 2017), http://www.infowars.com/le�ist-gunman-shoots 
-republican-congressman-in-media-inspired-terror-attack [http://perma.cc/93GS-93ZK]. 

5. @RealAlexJones, TWITTER (June 14, 2017, 1:33 PM), http://twitter.com/RealAlexJones
/status/875043451821322241 [http://perma.cc/HC36-CGDN]. 

6. @JackPosobiec, TWITTER (June 14, 2017, 10:26 AM), http://twitter.com/JackPosobiec
/status/874996397862518784 [http://perma.cc/VT8A-K9WY]. 

7. Minutes a�er a terror attack on the London Bridge on June 3, 2017, fake images of missing 
people, a fake suspect, and a fake post about “laughing moderate Muslims” were spreading 
over social media. See Lamia Estatie, Misinformation and Fake Photos Shared A�er London At-
tack, BBC NEWS (June 5, 2017), http://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-40158469 
[http://perma.cc/9UJ4-YWUL]. 

8. One commentator has tried to develop a taxonomy of fake news, and has classified seven 
distinct types of mis- and disinformation. These range from satire (with no intent to mis-
lead) through misleading content or context, to outright falsity. See Claire Wardle, Fake 
News. It’s Complicated., FIRSTDRAFT (Feb. 16, 2017), http://medium.com/1st-dra�/fake 
-news-its-complicated-d0f773766c79 [http://perma.cc/GNE8-2WFB]. 

9. See generally Brooke Borel, Fact-Checking Won’t Save Us From Fake News, FIVETHIRTYEIGHT 
(Jan. 4, 2017), http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/fact-checking-wont-save-us-from-fake 
-news [http://perma.cc/968U-PJGX] (noting that only fourteen percent of readers knew 
they were sharing fake news). 

10. Terrence McCoy, For the ‘New Yellow Journalists,’ Opportunity Comes in Clicks and Bucks, 
WASH. POST (Nov. 20, 2016), http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/for-the-new 
-yellow-journalists-opportunity-comes-in-clicks-and-bucks/2016/11/20/d58d036c-adbf 
-11e6-8b45-f8e493f06fcd_story.html [http://perma.cc/67D4-2GD9]. 
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the core of journalistic norms. But their endeavors have no basis in the tradi-
tions of journalism. 

These “news” stories are not fact-checked. Their sources (to the extent that 
they use any) are not vetted. No attempt is made to contextualize information 
accurately or to obtain comments from the subjects of their articles. Such dis-
seminators of fake news publish without regard to truthfulness, accuracy, or 
fairness, but they vouch for their veracity by copying the styles and tone of tra-
ditional reporting.11 This kind of fake news is not simply false information 
masquerading as truth. It is false information masquerading as the verified 
truth—a misrepresentation that is designed to inspire trust even as it deceives. 

This Essay engages in a thought experiment. Rather than focusing on ways 
to target false information and limit its spread, it asks whether it is possible to 
identify and promote the spread of truthful information. Many industries have 
developed private accreditation systems to establish industry standards, limit 
fraud, and ensure the quality of services or products. Is there a similar way to 
“accredit” reliable providers of original reporting? Here, we take a first stab at 
conceptualizing an accreditation system that would distinguish reliable sources 
of information based on the processes they employ to verify the accuracy of 
their reporting. 

In Part I, we review recent efforts by social media platforms to curb the 
spread of fake news. Part II briefly addresses the absence of a viable solution to 
the problem through direct government regulation or private litigation, before 
turning to how a system might be developed to verify sources of reliable re-
porting based on accreditation methods used today in other fields. Part III then 
contemplates how such accreditation might help social media platforms, adver-
tisers, and consumers to combat the impact of fake news. Part IV argues for the 
feasibility of this sort of accreditation system. 

i .  online platforms’ responses to fake news 

Platforms such as Facebook, Google, and Twitter have attempted to address 
fake news by identifying and curbing its spread, increasing the prominence of 
reliable news, and better equipping their users to distinguish between the two. 
This Part discusses some major initiatives these platforms have enacted in pur-
suing these goals.12 

 

11. Some sites go so far as to impersonate a specific news outlet. See, e.g., ABC NEWS, http://
www.abcnews.com [http://perma.cc/8PP3-UT83]. 

12. These initiatives, of course, may change or expand rapidly, so this should not necessarily be 
taken to be a comprehensive or up-to-date summary. 
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A. Identifying and Curbing the Spread of Fake News 

Both Google and Facebook have taken steps to disadvantage purveyors of 
fake news by manipulating their algorithms to “demote low-quality content”13 
that contains “little substantive content and is covered in disruptive, shocking 
or malicious ads.”14 Both platforms have also partnered with third-party fact-
checkers such as The Associated Press (AP), PolitiFact, and Snopes. On Face-
book, fact-checkers evaluate news stories flagged by the site’s users and label 
stories they deem inaccurate as “disputed content.”15 The labels then follow the 
stories wherever they are posted or shared.16 Google allows publishers to label 
their stories with a “Fact Check” tag that indicates the information has been 
verified by a fact-checker.17 Google has also tweaked its search algorithm to 
“surface more authoritative pages” by examining pages’ expertise, authorita-
tiveness, and trustworthiness.18 

Effectiveness of these efforts is limited since they inevitably provoke accusa-
tions of censorship and partisanship.19 Changes to algorithms have o�en been 

 

13. Alex Hern, Google Acts Against Fake News on Search Engine, GUARDIAN (Apr. 25, 2017), 
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/apr/25/google-launches-major-offensive 
-against-fake-news [http://perma.cc/BP8R-GLN6]. 

14. Jiun-Ren Lin & Shengbo Guo, News Feed FYI: Reducing Links to Low-Quality Web Page Expe-
riences, FACEBOOK (May 10, 2017), http://newsroom.�.com/news/2017/05/reducing-links 
-to-low-quality-web-page-experiences [http://perma.cc/E5U5-2TA8]. Facebook is also im-
plementing a feature to prohibit users from editing content posted by others, and from al-
tering headlines or images before re-posting information. See Josh Constine, Facebook Fights 
Fake News Spread Via Modified Link Previews, TECHCRUNCH (July 18, 2017), http://
techcrunch.com/2017/07/18/facebook-link-preview-modification [http://perma.cc/BY49 
-U4EV]. 

15. Jon Blistein, Facebook Partners With Fact-Checkers to Fight Fake News, ROLLING STONE  
(Dec. 15, 2016), http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/facebook-partners-with-fact 
-checkers-to-fight-fake-news-w456268 [http://perma.cc/AMX9-ZXAF]. 

16. See id. 

17. Justin Kosslyn, Fact Check Now Available in Google Search and News Around the World, 
GOOGLE (Apr. 7, 2017), http://www.blog.google/products/search/fact-check-now-available 
-google-search-and-news-around-world [http://perma.cc/V32K-55RR]. 

18. Ben Gomes, Our Latest Quality Improvements for Search, GOOGLE (Apr. 25, 2017), http://
www.blog.google/products/search/our-latest-quality-improvements-search [http://perma
.cc/JJ6E-ZYER]; GOOGLE, Search Quality Rater Guidelines § 3.1 (July 27, 2017), http://static
.googleusercontent.com/media/www.google.com/en//insidesearch/howsearchworks/assets
/searchqualityevaluatorguidelines.pdf [http://perma.cc/FZ3U-RUDY]. 

19. Facebook and others have repeatedly faced charges of censorship both for their internal edi-
torial policies and the decisions made by teams of editors. See Julia Angwin & Hannes 
Grassegger, Facebook’s Secret Censorship Rules Protect White Men from Hate Speech but not Black 
Children, PROPUBLICA (June 28, 2017, 5:00 AM), http://www.propublica.org/article
/facebook-hate-speech-censorship-internal-documents-algorithms [http://perma.cc/P9NV
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met with suspicion and criticism over lack of transparency.20 These critiques 
may well explain why Facebook and Google rushed to outsource fact-checking 
to third-parties, rather than handling the decisions in-house and risking being 
seen as “arbiter[s] of truth.”21 But third-party fact-checkers are not immune to 
attacks for political bias. Conservatives immediately attacked Facebook’s fact-
checking initiative as a “disaster for news coverage,” contending that it attempts 
to restore “gatekeepers who have a bias as the ultimate arbiters of truth.”22 
Moreover, even in a world with reliable and accepted fact checking, a fact-
checked report will o�en not reach the same audience that received the original 
misinformation.23 

B. Promoting the Spread of Accurate Information 

Platforms have also tried to combat the spread of fake news by promoting 
the dissemination of real news. Facebook has established a Journalism Project, 
which seeks to collaborate with news outlets to develop new products that 
“better serve the needs of people on Facebook” and to help journalists build 
audiences online.24 It has also redoubled its efforts to incentivize the produc-
tion of news content that is more compatible with the click economy by im-
plementing programs with advantageous revenue splits. Watch, an initiative 
meant to spur the creation of original video content, offers producers fi�y-five 
percent of ad revenue.25 Facebook is also revamping Instant Articles, a tool that 

 

-A4SZ]; Joon Ian Wong et al., Facebook is Trying to Get Rid of Bias in Trending News By Get-
ting Rid of Humans, QUARTZ (Aug. 26, 2016), http://qz.com/768122/facebook-fires-human 
-editors-moves-to-algorithm-for-trending-topics [http://perma.cc/78QN-9W8B]. 

20. See, e.g., Hern, supra note 13. 

21. See Arjun Kharpal, Facebook Doesn’t Want to be the ‘Arbiter of the Truth’, Top Exec Sheryl Sand-
berg Says, Amid Fake News Criticism, CNBC (Apr. 24, 2017, 9:32 AM), http://www.cnbc.com
/2017/04/24/facebook-fake-news-sheryl-sanberg.html [http://perma.cc/65ZY-G5K5]. 

22. E.g., Oliver Darcy, Conservatives React with Skepticism and Alarm to Facebook’s War on ‘Fake 
News’, BUS. INSIDER (Dec. 15, 2016, 2:45 PM), http://www.businessinsider.com/facebook 
-fake-news-conservatives-2016-12 [http://perma.cc/TQ34-69AY]. 

23. Sam Levin, Facebook Promised To Tackle Fake News. But the Evidence Shows It’s Not Working, 
GUARDIAN (May 31, 2017, 11:50 AM), http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/may
/16/facebook-fake-news-tools-not-working [http://perma.cc/YJF7-5KNG]. 

24. Fidji Simo, Introducing: The Facebook Journalism Project, FACEBOOK (Jan. 11, 2017), http://
media.�.com/2017/01/11/facebook-journalism-project [http://perma.cc/X27H-YY4E]. 

25. Josh Constine, Facebook Launches Watch Tab of Original Video Shows, TECHCRUNCH (Aug.  
9, 2017), http://techcrunch.com/2017/08/09/facebook-watch [http://perma.cc/G7QV 
-FMBB]. It has reportedly budgeted up to a billion dollars for this venture. Jason Abbruzz-
ese, Facebook Is Dropping $1 Billion on Video, and That’s Pretty Great News, MASHABLE (Sept. 8, 
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allows Facebook to host (rather than link to) original news content, making 
such content faster to load and more visually appealing.26 Publishers already 
receive seventy percent of ad revenue from Instant Articles; Facebook is now 
trying to sweeten the deal by allowing them to offer subscriptions through the 
tool.27 

Tools like Instant Articles and Watch represent a devil’s bargain. In ex-
change for a larger share of the advertising pie, content producers must sacri-
fice revenue from ads hosted on their own sites, and also lose on branding, ac-
cess to user data, and paid subscriptions.28 Even increased traffic to news sites 
through social media does not necessarily translate to larger profits. In the past, 
such traffic has driven down profits from digital advertising.29 Underlying all 
of this is the worry that by increasing reliance on platforms like Facebook, 
news organizations leave themselves at the mercy of the business and editorial 
decisions of social media platforms. 

C. Increasing News Literacy 

A third response to the impact of misinformation has been to increase the 
news literacy of social media users. Sixty-two percent of U.S. adults get news 

 

2017), http://mashable.com/2017/09/08/facebook-1-billion-dollars-video [http://perma.cc
/W6HG-8DHE]. 

26. Josh Constine, Facebook Starts Hosting Publishers’ “Instant Articles,” TECHCRUNCH (May 12, 
2015), http://techcrunch.com/2015/05/12/facebook-instant-articles [http://perma.cc/GAE7
-NQF2]; Michael Reckhow, Introducing Instant Articles, FACEBOOK (May 12, 2015), http://
media.�.com/2015/05/12/instantarticles [http://perma.cc/A7WW-P58Q]. 

27. Casey Newton, Facebook Confirms It Will Add Subscriptions to Instant Articles, VERGE (Aug. 23, 
2017, 2:19 PM ET), http://www.theverge.com/2017/8/23/16191510/facebook-instant 
-articles-subscriptions-confirmed [http://perma.cc/8Q66-5EFL]. Facebook also provides an 
analytics tool that enables publishers to compare the performance of their Instant Articles 
with articles hosted on their sites to determine which yields more revenue. See Daniel 
Funke, This New Facebook Analytics Tool Lets Publishers Compare Their Mobile and Instant Arti-
cles Traffic, POYNTER (July 19, 2017), http://www.poynter.org/2017/this-new-facebook 
-analytics-tool-lets-publishers-compare-their-mobile-and-instant-articles-traffic/467425 
[http://perma.cc/7GJN-JDCL]. 

28. Emily Bell & Taylor Owen, The Platform Press: How Silicon Valley Reengineered Journalism, 
TOW CTR. FOR DIGITAL JOURNALISM AT COLUM. JOURNALISM SCH. (Mar. 29, 2017), 
http://www.cjr.org/tow_center_reports/platform-press-how-silicon-valley-reengineered 
-journalism.php [http://perma.cc/MXV5-JB9X]. 

29. Alexis C. Madrigal, The News Business Sinks Ever Closer to Rock Bottom, ATLANTIC (July 10, 
2017), http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2017/07/facebook-and-the-media
/533079 [http://perma.cc/MEQ8-2QY7]. 
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on social media,30 where information circulates through peer-to-peer sharing,31 
o�en making an assessment of reliability difficult. To foster greater online news 
literacy, Facebook released a list of ten tips to spot fake news, which appeared 
at the top of users’ newsfeeds in fourteen countries for a few days in April 
2017.32 It has also committed to working with the News Literacy Project on a 
series of public service announcements designed to provide users with tools to 
become “informed consumers of news.”33 

But fostering news literacy is not the same as changing a community policy. 
A few postings or videos are unlikely to substantially modify users’ news con-
sumption habits or sustain a change in community expectations. The peer-to-
peer nature of social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook means that 
they are not one community of users, but several, with very different news con-
sumption habits and beliefs about the reliability of the press.34 

These varied initiatives to address fake news represent a good start, but 
they fail to address both the underlying mistrust of the media and the destruc-
tion of the economic base that sustained legacy news organizations. These fac-
tors have hindered the spread of reliable information and opened the door for 
fake news to wreak havoc on our public discourse, and it is not clear that any of 
the current platform initiatives can successfully overcome them. 

 

30. Jeffrey Gottfried & Elisa Shearer, News Use Across Social Media Platforms 2016, PEW RES. CTR. 
(May 26, 2016), http://www.journalism.org/2016/05/26/news-use-across-social-media 
-platforms-2016 [http://perma.cc/FFW9-64NM]. 

31. Wardle, supra note 8 (“Previous attempts to influence public opinion relied on ‘one-to-
many’ broadcast technologies but, social networks allow ‘atoms’ of propaganda to be direct-
ly targeted at users who are more likely to accept and share a particular message. Once they 
inadvertently share a misleading or fabricated article, image, video or meme, the next person 
who sees it in their social feed probably trusts the original poster, and goes on to share it 
themselves. These ‘atoms’ then rocket through the information ecosystem at high speed 
powered by trusted peer-to-peer networks.”). 

32. Rob Price, Facebook Is Trying To Teach its Users How To Spot Fake News, BUSINESS INSIDER 
(Apr. 7, 2017, 6:56 AM), http://www.businessinsider.com/facebook-tips-spotting-fake 
-news-2017-4 [http://perma.cc/2HES-QV2G]. 

33. Facebook To Support the News Literacy Project on Public Service Ad Campaign, NEWS LITERACY 

PROJECT (Jan. 11, 2017), http://www.thenewsliteracyproject.org/facebook-support-news 
-literacy-project-public-service-ad-campaign [http://perma.cc/A8PA-6MHK]. 

34. Michela Del Vicario et al., The Spreading of Misinformation Online, 113 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. 

SCI. 554, 554-55 (2016), http://www.pnas.org/content/113/3/554.full [http://perma.cc/9N5T
-L6ZS]; Ana Lucia Schmidt et al., Anatomy of News Consumption on Facebook. 114 PROC. 

NAT’L ACAD. SCI. 3035, 3035-36 (2017), http://www.pnas.org/content/114/12/3035.long 
[http://perma.cc/2MWH-HEWV]. 
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i i .  potential solutions beyond “self help” by the 
platforms 

If platforms are unable or unwilling to meaningfully address the problem 
of fake news, what are the other options? Any direct governmental regulation 
must be consistent with the First Amendment, but it is a nearly impossible 
definitional task to distinguish information that might properly be regulated by 
the government without violating constitutional norms. Most fake news occurs 
in the realm of public discourse—the arena where our speech is most protect-
ed.35 Laws that regulate expression based on content are “presumptively inva-
lid,”36 and even falsity does not automatically remove the constitutional protec-
tions afforded to public discourse.37 Rightly so—no one wants the government 
to act as a “Ministry of Truth” deciding what political speech the public should 
hear or believe.38 Any governmental effort to regulate the spread of fake news 
would therefore run headlong into nearly insurmountable First Amendment 
constraints, raising troubling definitional, vagueness,39 overbreadth,40 and 
viewpoint discrimination issues.41 

Pursuing private rights of action against the purveyors of fake news, or cre-
ating new ones, also seems unlikely to provide a workable solution. The First 
Amendment, of course, cabins libel claims to some extent,42 and libel litigation 
 

35. See, e.g., Hustler Magazine v. Falwell, 485 U.S. 46, 50-51 (1988) (“At the heart of the First 
Amendment is the recognition of the fundamental importance of the free flow of ideas and 
opinions on matters of public interest and concern. ‘The freedom to speak one’s mind is not 
only an aspect of individual liberty—and thus a good unto itself—but also is essential to the 
common quest for truth and the vitality of society as a whole.’”) (quoting Bose Corp. v. 
Consumers Union of U.S., Inc., 466 U.S. 485, 503-04 (1984)) (internal alteration omitted). 

36. E.g., United States v. Playboy Entm’t Grp., Inc., 529 U.S. 803, 817 (2000) (quoting R.A.V. v. 
City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 382 (1992)). 

37. See United States v. Alvarez, 567 U.S. 709, 719 (2012) (plurality opinion). 

38. Id. at 723 (quoting GEORGE ORWELL, NINETEEN EIGHTY-FOUR (Centennial 2003) (1949)). 

39. See, e.g., Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844 (1997) (striking down on vagueness grounds the con-
tent-based regulation of indecent messages to minors on the internet). 

40. See, e.g., United States v. Stevens, 559 U.S. 460 (2010) (striking down on overbreadth 
grounds a statute criminalizing the commercial creation, sale or possession of certain depic-
tions of animal cruelty); Gooding v. Wilson, 405 U.S. 518, 520 (1972) (relaxing standing 
principles for a facial overbreadth claim against a statute that regulates “only spoken 
words”). 

41. Lakewood v. Plain Dealer Publ’g Co., 486 U.S. 750, 763 (1988) (“[A] law or policy permit-
ting communication in a certain manner for some, but not for others, raises the specter of 
content and viewpoint censorship. This danger is at its zenith when the determination of 
who may speak and who may not is le� to the unbridled discretion of a government offi-
cial.”). 

42. See, e.g., N.Y. Times, Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 269 (1964). 
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generally is ill-suited to remedy fake news. While threats of libel suits have oc-
casionally prompted purveyors of fake news to retract stories,43 litigation has 
not stopped those same outlets from continuing to produce fake news. Moreo-
ver, lawsuits can normally address misinformation only a�er it is published, at 
which point people have already consumed and internalized it. Litigation also 
takes time and money—placing an undue burden on those who do not have the 
resources to take up these fights. 

Instead of approaching the fake news problem from the perspective of con-
tainment, we propose focusing on facilitating the spread of accurate infor-
mation in ways that extend beyond what platforms can do on their own. Could 
an accreditation system be developed to identify reliable generators of accurate 
information, promote the distribution of their work, and support them eco-
nomically? 

A. A Possible Framework for Accreditation: Focus on Conduct, not Content 

Our proposed accreditation approach would focus on the conduct and 
standards used to produce a story, rather than the accuracy of a given report—it 
would distinguish information by whether it comes from a source that employs 
reasonable methods to verify and contextualize information. This would not, of 
course, mean that misinformation would always be identified. Falsity and inac-
curacy can and do coexist with even the best journalism, as evidenced by the 
inaccuracies that inevitably creep into reporting by the Washington Post, New 
York Times, or Wall Street Journal. 

Creating a system that distinguishes sources of information by their stand-
ards of conduct nonetheless might provide a basis for differentiation that is less 
partisan, easier to monitor with objective criteria, and more readily accepted 
than a post-hoc system of fact checking. A�er all, a “bright line” distinction ex-
ists between reliable news outlets and many purveyors of misinformation, both 
in terms of the processes they use to generate content and in terms of the 
standards of accuracy they strive to achieve. And a system of voluntary accredi-
tation based on a commitment to certain standards and practices would not be 
the same as licensing the press—no government approval would be involved, 

 

43. See, e.g., James Doubek, Conspiracy Theorist Alex Jones Apologizes for Promoting “Pizzagate”, 
NPR (Mar. 26, 2017, 4:49 AM), http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2017/03
/26/521545788/conspiracy-theorist-alex-jones-apologizes-for-promoting-pizzagate [http://
perma.cc/J66Y-DMH3]; David Montero, Alex Jones Settles Chobani Lawsuit and Retracts 
Comments About Refugees in Twin Falls, Idaho, L.A. TIMES (May 17, 2017, 1:05 PM), http://
www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-chobani-alex-jones-20170517-story.html [http://perma.cc
/ZA6J-2WUC]. 
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no regulatory restraint would be imposed on non-accredited content, and no 
assessment of the value of any particular content would be made. 

Looking to conduct to distinguish reliable journalism is not a novel idea. In 
1910, W.E. Miller proposed the nation’s first journalistic code of ethics, which 
has been credited with helping to eliminate local practices of “yellow journal-
ism,” including misquotations, fabricated interviews, and fake illustrations.44 A 
few years later, a group of newspaper editors founded the American Society of 
Newspaper Editors to defend themselves against accusations of shoddy practic-
es.45 One of the group’s first acts was to articulate a code of ethics46 that was 
later adopted by the Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ).47 Major news 
outlets across the country now abide by substantially similar ethical codes.48 

It is not necessary to articulate a single set of universal best practices in or-
der to use a content generator’s standard practices as a proxy to identify gener-
ally reliable news sources. Indeed, defining newsgathering as a fixed process 
would be anathema to many journalists. Not only do newsrooms have their 
own cultures, but each journalist has her own process, and each story may re-
quire a different approach. The same is true of colleges and universities, but a 

 

44. Alfred G. Hill, The Practice of the Kansas Code of Ethics for Newspapers, 101 ANNALS AM. ACAD. 

POL. & SOC. SCI. 179, 185 (1922); Alexandra Samuel, To Fix Fake News, Look to Yellow Journal-
ism, JSTOR DAILY (Nov. 29, 2016), http://daily.jstor.org/to-fix-fake-news-look-to-yellow 
-journalism [http://perma.cc/4GT6-2DCY]. 

45. History, AM. SOC’Y OF NEWS EDITORS, http://asne.org/content.asp?pl=24&sl=83&contentid
=83 [http://perma.cc/Q5UU-H2VG]. 

46. Id. 

47. Jennifer Peebles, Historic Moments: A Timeline of SPJ’s Development, SOC’Y PROF. JOURNAL-

ISTS, http://www.spj.org/spjhistory.asp [http://perma.cc/ZJ5Z-248M]. 

48. This is not to say that there is a uniform ethical code recognized by professional journalists 
today, or even agreement among journalists that there should be uniformity. While the 
guiding principles articulated in SPJ’s code of ethics remain widely accepted, journalists con-
tinue to grapple with how—or whether—such standards can remain universal in the age of 
digital media. In 2015, the largest association of digital journalists launched a crowd-sourced 
project that allows journalists to build their own ethics codes. The project was premised on 
the idea that digital media faces unique ethical issues, and one standardized code of ethics 
can no longer serve the needs of all journalists. See Build Your Own Ethics Code, ONLINE 

NEWS ASS’N, http://journalists.org/resources/build-your-own-ethics-code [http://perma.cc
/4KN8-MT2R]; Lena Bech Sillesen, Exploring Ethics Through Journalism Hotlines, COLUM. 
JOURNALISM REV., http://archives.cjr.org/behind_the_news/ethics_hotlines.php [http://
perma.cc/YH7L-FK4F]. News outlets that exist primarily outside the digital space also 
abide by their own customized ethics codes. See, e.g., Ethics, AM. SOC’Y OF NEWS EDITORS, 
http://asne.org/content.asp?contentid=236 [http://perma.cc/LV2Q-JXKD]; News Values 
and Principles, ASSOCIATED PRESS, http://www.ap.org/about/our-story/news-values 
[http://perma.cc/38MR-AFNS]; Standards and Ethics, N.Y. TIMES, 
http://www.nytco.com/who-we-are/culture/standards-and-ethics [http://perma.cc/KW5B
-SYHX]. 
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set of sufficiently specific education standards has nevertheless been developed 
to provide a meaningful basis for accreditation of institutions of higher educa-
tion.49 

Accreditation under this approach might be based on a few fixed standards: 

First, a generator of original content could be required to ascribe to uni-
versal principles that define the goals and ethical practice of good jour-
nalism. These should not be difficult to establish. SPJ, for example, 
publishes a one-page code of ethics centered around four goals: seek 
truth and report it; minimize harm; act independently; and be account-
able.50 The Radio Television Digital News Association articulates three 
guiding principles for its code of ethics: truth and accuracy above all; 
independence and transparency; and accountability for consequences.51 
 
Second, a content generator could be required to commit to a generally 
reliable discipline of verification, that is, to develop and systematically 
apply methods of testing information before publication that are both 
rigorous and transparent.52 These methods might include seeking out 
primary or multiple sources when feasible; disclosing as much infor-
mation about sources as possible; attempting to elicit comments from 
subjects and relevant viewpoints; accurately contextualizing infor-
mation; acknowledging what key facts are unknown or omitted; and 
publicly correcting errors. 
 
Third, a content generator could be required to articulate and publish 
its own standard practices, which must advance the universal general 
principles and be considered reasonably rigorous by similarly situated 
news outlets. For larger national outlets, for example, these might take 

 

49. See, e.g., Standards for Accreditation, NEW ENGLAND ASS’N SCHOOLS & COLLEGES COMMISSION 

ON INSTITUTIONS HIGHER EDUC., http://cihe.neasc.org/standards-policies/standards 
-accreditation [http://perma.cc/LT3H-ZAF4]; text accompanying infra notes 56-61. 

50. Code of Ethics, SOC’Y OF PROF. JOURNALISTS, http://www.spj.org/pdf/ethicscode.pdf [http://
perma.cc/WDL9-EV68]. 

51. Code of Ethics, RADIO TELEVISION DIGITAL NEWS ASS’N, http://www.rtdna.org/uploads/files
/New%20Version%20RTDNA%20COE%202015.pdf [http://perma.cc/AU3B-YP6P]. 

52. Cf. Walter Dean, The Elements of Journalism, AM. PRESS INST., http://www
.americanpressinstitute.org/journalism-essentials/what-is-journalism/elements-journalism 
[http://perma.cc/4BY6-KTZ8] (emphasizing the tenet of journalism that “a consistent 
method of testing information” be used). 
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the form of the New York Times’ Professional Guideline Documents53 or 
the AP’s online statement of its “News Values and Principles.”54  

Such a layered approach to accreditation would ensure enough consistency for 
good journalistic practices to be identifiable, while granting flexibility and in-
dependence to individual journalists. 

B. Model the Accreditation System on Existing Approaches 

With these broad goals and standards in mind, we can look at accreditation 
in other contexts to develop the parameters of a potential system for accredit-
ing news generators. Many U.S. industries employ some form of self-
regulation carried out by a private third-party entity. As of 2001, over 120 non-
governmental organizations provided some form of product certification.55 Ac-
creditation is ubiquitous in professional fields like medicine, law, and financial 
management. Existing systems of accreditation fall into three general catego-
ries: institutional and programmatic; product-based; and personal. This Sec-
tion will consider the benefits of and problems with each type as applied to the 
news industry. 

1.  Institutional and Programmatic Certification: The Model of University 
Accreditation 

Institutions of higher education are largely accredited by private regional 
and national accrediting bodies that have developed evaluation criteria and 
standards in consultation with representatives from educational institutions.56 
Accreditation can happen on the institutional or program level.57 In order to 

 

53. Standards and Ethics, N.Y. TIMES (May 29, 2017, 8:50 PM), http://www.nytco.com/who-we 
-are/culture/standards-and-ethics [http://perma.cc/Y6RT-LZ43]. 

54. News Values and Principles, ASSOCIATED PRESS (May 29, 2017, 12:32 PM), http://www.ap.org
/about/our-story/news-values [http://perma.cc/DE3X-9NHX]. 

55. U.S. DEP’T COM., DIRECTORY OF U.S. PRIVATE SECTOR PRODUCT CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS, 
at v (Charles W. Hyer ed., 2001), http://www.wbdg.org/FFC/NIST/nist_sp903.pdf 
[http://perma.cc/J68E-2WYP]. 

56. Judith S. Eaton & Fred F. Harcleroad, The Hidden Hand: External Constituencies and Their 
Impact, in AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY: SOCIAL, POLITI-

CAL, AND ECONOMIC CHALLENGES 263 (Philip G. Altbach et al. eds., 2005); Antoinette Flores, 
Hooked on Accreditation: A Historical Perspective, CTR. FOR AM. PROGRESS (Dec. 14, 2015,  
4:00 AM), http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/education/reports/2015/12/14/127200
/hooked-on-accreditation-a-historical-perspective [http://perma.cc/2WE9-JEHK]. 

57. FAQs about Accreditation, U.S. DEP’T OF EDUC. (Aug. 13, 2017, 6:23 PM), http://ope.ed.gov
/accreditation/FAQAccr.aspx [http://perma.cc/6MSU-4QTC]. 
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become accredited, an institution prepares an in-depth self-evaluation to meas-
ure itself against the standards established by the accrediting body.58 The ac-
crediting body then sends a team of peer evaluators to conduct an on-site eval-
uation.59 If it is satisfied that the institution or program meets its standards, it 
grants accreditation.60 Throughout the period of accreditation, the accrediting 
body monitors and reevaluates the institution or program periodically for con-
tinued compliance with the accreditation criteria.61 

This type of accreditation system would seemingly translate well to the 
news industry. A third-party entity working with representatives from across 
the news industry or within specialized fields of news coverage could develop 
an appropriate set of principles and basic best practices, as well as other re-
quirements for certification.62 Following the higher-education model, a news 
organization applying for certification might submit a self-evaluation and a 
copy of its written policies. The accreditor would then arrange for a committee 
of peer journalists to evaluate the news outlet and decide whether to grant ac-
creditation. Where news organizations are part of larger media conglomerates, 
accreditation might be available at the newsroom or news division level. A�er 
accreditation, a news organization would be eligible to designate its original 
fact-based reporting with an accreditation watermark or label indicating that 
the reporting originated from an accredited source using best practices. This 
accreditation label could be easily recognizable and follow an article across so-
cial media. 

A third-party accreditor would have several avenues for monitoring and en-
forcing certification. As with educational institutions, periodic reaccreditation 
could be required.63 The accreditor might also review a news organization’s 
practices periodically to ensure they are consistently compliant with accredita-
tion standards. In case of a major breach of best practices or a large number of 
complaints, the accreditor might conduct follow-up site visits or require new 
self-evaluations, in which the news organization would be obliged to address 

 

58. Begin Initial Accreditation Process., ACCREDITING COUNCIL FOR INDEP. COLLEGES & SCHOOLS, 
http://www.acics.org/accreditation/content.aspx?id=3288 [http://perma.cc/99UK-6FZF]. 

59. Accreditation Process, ACCREDITING COUNCIL FOR INDEP. COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS, http://
www.acics.org/process.aspx [http://perma.cc/NY2V-J8WU]. 

60. Id. 

61. Maintaining Accreditation, ACCREDITING COUNCIL FOR INDEP. COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS, 
http://www.acics.org/accreditation/content.aspx?id=1828 [http://perma.cc/CVL7-R4SU]. 

62. SPJ, Poynter and other organizations already do this. See, e.g., Al Tompkins, SPJ Approves 
New Code of Ethics, POYNTER (Sept. 5, 2014), http://www.poynter.org/2014/spj-new-ethics 
-code-does-not-include-linking-to-sources/267935 [http://perma.cc/M8D3-ZDQQ]. 

63. Cf. supra note 61 (concerning periodic reaccreditation for colleges and universities). 
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the issues raised. Penalties for noncompliance by an accredited organization 
could also be developed, such as fines, probation, or removal of accreditation. 
Public pressure could also be used to encourage compliance by transparent dis-
closure of investigations into complaints. 

Many news organizations have arrangements with “wholesale” generators 
of news content such as the AP, Reuters, or ProPublica.64 In addition, many 
online news sites aggregate articles reported elsewhere, but o�en with unique 
headlines or graphics.65 A third-party accreditor would need to decide how to 
treat information from an accredited source when original material is added or 
content is altered by others. An AP article whose text or headline has been al-
tered with misinformation could be considered fake news, even if the original 
article conformed to the highest ethical standards.66 Any accreditation designa-
tion would need to be removed from altered content, unless the modifying site 
were itself independently accredited.67 

2.  Individual Certification: Voluntary Professional Certification 

Institutional or programmatic accreditation presupposes a level of organi-
zational structure that is not universal among news startups. Startups can 
begin as loose associations of independent journalists sharing a platform,68 and 
many independent journalists simply publish original pieces on their own 
blogs.69 Accreditation should not disadvantage these types of news generators; 
doing so would only stifle innovation. One way to address this problem would 

 

64. See, e.g., Intellectual Property, ASSOCIATED PRESS (2017), http://www.ap.org/about/our 
-causes/intellectual-property [http://perma.cc/KZY9-RA74]. 

65. See Michael Shapiro, Six Degrees of Aggregation: How Huffington Post Ate the Internet, COLUM. 
JOURNALISM REV. (May/June 2012), http://archives.cjr.org/cover_story/six_degrees_of
_aggregation.php [http://perma.cc/K5AE-G8MX]. 

66. See, e.g., AJ Willingham, Here’s How To Outsmart Fake News in Your Facebook Feed, CNN 

(Nov. 18, 2016, 10:34 AM), http://www.cnn.com/2016/11/18/tech/how-to-spot-fake 
-misleading-news-trnd/index.html [http://perma.cc/7UCV-JWDF]. 

67. Private accreditation organizations o�en use trademark law as a means to prevent unauthor-
ized or inappropriate use of a certification mark. See, e.g., Kathianne Boniello, Lawsuit Says 
Logo Use Isn’t Kosher—Literally, N.Y. POST (Oct. 18, 2015, 6:14 AM), http://nypost.com/2015
/10/18/lawsuit-says-logo-use-isnt-kosher-literally [http://perma.cc/K63G-3V8S] 

68. See Mark Jurkowitz, The Growth in Digital Reporting: What it Means for Journalism and News 
Consumers, JOURNALISM (Mar. 26, 2014), http://www.journalism.org/2014/03/26/the 
-growth-in-digital-reporting [http://perma.cc/4FL7-GV86] (“Many of the native digital 
news organizations are small, nonprofit and young. Of the 438 smaller sites examined, more 
than half (241) have three full-time staffers or less.”). 

69. See, e.g., BILL MOYERS, http://www.billmoyers.com [http://perma.cc/MU9C-GQNM]. 
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be to offer certification for individual journalists who adhere to defined stand-
ards and practices. 

There are many examples of voluntary professional certification programs, 
some offered by universities or trade schools70 and others by private certifiers.71 
Individual certification would necessarily differ from institutional accreditation 
in both procedure and requirements. Where institutions would be required to 
develop written policies, individual certification might require completion of 
online tutorials or examinations and a pledge to follow certain practices. To 
maintain certification, an individual might be required to generate a specified 
amount of original reporting, periodically verify adherence to the standards 
and practices, and perhaps undertake a CLE-type continuing education process 
or periodic reexamination on standards and procedures.72 A mechanism could 
also be developed to monitor compliance and to investigate shortcomings and 
complaints, analogous to disciplinary committees that enforce ethical practice 
among attorneys and other professionals. 

Again, with such a certification program, the work product of a certified 
journalist could be marked technologically in a way that alerts a reader that the 
article was prepared by a journalist who adheres to strict standards in gathering 
and reporting the news. 

3.  Product-Based Certification: Kosher Food Labeling 

While institutional accreditation is paramount as a way of comprehensively 
certifying reliable news sources, a labeling system could also operate to distin-
guish original fact-based reporting from other types of content on an article-
by-article basis. Almost all news organizations publish material beyond fact-

 

70. See, e.g., Advanced Professional Certificate: Marketing, N.Y.U., http://www.stern.nyu.edu
/programs-admissions/advanced-professional-certificates/certificate-options/marketing 
[http://perma.cc/2WDL-V2NE]. 

71. See, e.g., RES. ADMINISTRATORS CERTIFICATION COUNCIL, http://www.cra-cert.org [http://
perma.cc/S9MG-BYFV] (“The Council is composed of active certified research administra-
tors whose role is to certify that an individual, through experience and testing, has the fun-
damental knowledge necessary to be a professional research or sponsored programs admin-
istrator.”). 

72. Many professional licensing programs like the CPA (Certified Public Accountants) program 
also require continuing education credits. See, e.g., CPA CPE Requirements, ASS’N INT’L CER-

TIFIED PROF. ACCT., http://www.aicpa.org/CPEAndConferences/CPERequirements/Pages
/default.aspx [http://perma.cc/7ZDM-HA6E] (“[Continuing Professional Education] is re-
quired for CPAs to maintain their professional competence and provide quality professional 
services.”); Maintenance of Specialist Certification (MOSC), AM. BD. PHYSICAL THERAPIST 

SPECIALTIES, http://www.abpts.org/MOSC [http://perma.cc/DT6N-AAE6]. 
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based news content. Opinion and commentary are nearly ubiquitous in news-
rooms, but they are not products of the same type of journalistic processes as 
original, fact-based reporting. Employing a system whereby an accredited insti-
tution certified only its original, fact-based reporting would offer another, per-
haps more refined and useful, approach. 

Product-based labeling has been used to advertise reliability and weed out 
fraudulent products in many industries—think of the “Good Housekeeping 
Seal of Approval.”73 One successful example of this approach is kosher food la-
beling. Kosher labeling arose in the early twentieth century in response to ram-
pant fraud and ineffective government oversight.74 Before the rise of kosher 
certifiers, forty to sixty-five percent of meat advertised as kosher in New York 
City was not.75 As with fake news, purveyors of fraudulent kosher meat took 
advantage of the fact that non-kosher meat was cheap to produce relative to ko-
sher meat, as well as difficult or impossible for consumers to distinguish. Ko-
sher certifiers marketed themselves as a relatively “low-cost, highly effective 
marketing strategy.”76 

The initial success of the kosher labeling system was due mainly to a cap-
tive and vigilant core consumer base. But today, over forty percent of new food 
products carry the kosher label, even though less than two percent of Ameri-
cans are Jewish and only a fraction of Jews keep kosher.77 The kosher label has 
come to be associated with health and cleanliness among many consumers.78 
The power of the kosher label is such that the kosher food industry was worth 
over seventeen billion dollars as of 2009, and the business of the largest kosher 
certifier is growing by ten percent each year.79 

 

73. Since 1941, Good Housekeeping magazine has warranted that it will return the purchase price 
of any product bearing its seal of approval that becomes defective within a certain time peri-
od from purchase. See The History of the Good Housekeeping Seal, GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, 
http://www.goodhousekeeping.com/institute/about-the-institute/a16509/good 
-housekeeping-seal-history [http://perma.cc/429Y-HCA9]. 

74. Timothy D. Lytton, Kosher Certification as a Model of Private Regulation; Third-Party Certifica-
tion Has Benefits Over Both Government Regulation and Unregulated Markets, REGULATION 24-
25 (Fall 2013), http://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/serials/files/regulation/2013/9
/regv36n3-4n.pdf [http://perma.cc/9QML-KB5A]. 

75. Id. at 24. 

76. Id. at 25. 

77. Deena Shanker, Less than 2% of the US Population Is Jewish. So Why is 41% of the Country’s 
Packaged Food Kosher? QUARTZ (June 8, 2015), http://qz.com/407157/less-than-2-of-the-us 
-population-is-jewish-so-why-is-41-of-the-countrys-packaged-food-kosher [http://perma
.cc/A5EG-3GQE]. 

78. Id. 

79. Id. 
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The news industry has not historically had a vigilant core consumer base in 
the same sense as the kosher food industry. A�er the advent of the Internet, 
news consumers slowly stopped subscribing to print publications when they 
were able to get their news for free on line.80 But a�er the 2016 election and the 
proliferation of fake news, more consumers are buying subscriptions to nation-
al newspapers with reputations for good journalism, notwithstanding their ac-
cess to free news sources.81 Fact-checking and the ethics of anonymous sourc-
ing have become regular topics of public discourse.82 News consumers are en-
engaging with journalists so extensively on social media that New York Times 
publisher Arthur Sulzberger proclaimed them the “modern watchdog” when he 
eliminated the paper’s public editor position.83 

But the voices of news consumers who are actually familiar with the intrica-
cies of responsible newsgathering and reporting remain few and disparate, 
even as interest in receiving reliable information grows. A labeling system 
based on an articulated set of principles and best practices could provide dili-
gent news consumers with a basis for differentiating reliable information. This, 
in turn, could perpetuate the reputation of the label among less attentive con-
sumers, as the kosher food labeling process has done. 

Any of these approaches to accreditation—institutional or programmatic, 
individual, or product-based—would require commitment to adhere to formal 
ethical standards, something that some media lawyers would advise against on 
the grounds that formalized standards “might be held against [journalists] in 

 

80. Bell & Owen, supra note 28. 

81. See Laurel Wamsley, Big Newspapers Are Booming: ‘Washington Post’ To Add 60 Newsroom 
Jobs, NPR (Dec. 27, 2016, 5:04 PM ET), http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2016/12
/27/507140760/big-newspapers-are-booming-washington-post-to-add-sixty-newsroom 
-jobs [http://perma.cc/7HMW-P9QH]. 

82. See, e.g., Peter Bacon Jr., Which Anonymous Sources Are Worth Paying Attention To?, 
FIVETHIRTYEIGHT (July 19, 2017), http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/which-anonymous 
-sources-are-worth-paying-attention-to [http://perma.cc/3U8K-L4KS]. 

83. See Daniel Victor, New York Times Will Offer Employee Buyouts and Eliminate Public Editor 
Role, N.Y. TIMES (May 31, 2017), http://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/31/business/media/new
-york-times-buyouts.html [http://perma.cc/65P5-PVWM]. The Washington Post made a 
similar decision in 2013, citing similar justifications. Paul Farhi, Post Ombudsman Will Be Re-
placed by Reader Representative, WASH. POST (Mar. 1, 2013), http://www.washingtonpost
.com/lifestyle/style/post-ombudsman-will-be-replaced-by-reader-representative/2013/03
/01/c50c86d2-82c3-11e2-b99e-6baf4ebe42df_story.html [http://perma.cc/B39D-MWPU]. 
The decisions were not without controversy. See, e.g., Lloyd Grove, Why The New York Times 
Fired Its Public Editor in Favor of a ‘Reader Center.’ DAILY BEAST (May 31, 2017, 6:45 PM ET), 
http://www.thedailybeast.com/why-the-new-york-times-fired-its-public-editor-in-favor 
-of-a-reader-center [http://perma.cc/RS2D-8RC5]. 
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court, a stance that could gain no public trust or credibility.”84 It is true that ar-
ticulating a code of ethics in some cases could aid plaintiffs asserting claims for 
defamation, invasion of privacy, and related torts. Any aberration from an out-
let’s stated practices could be offered as proof of negligence. Politicians and 
media critics might likewise point to deviations from stated standards to chal-
lenge the legitimacy of stories of which they disapprove. But these concerns 
presuppose a level of credibility that much of the press does not currently en-
joy.85 Any advantage formalized standards might give adversaries in litigating 
grievances would be isolated and specific, which likely would constitute an im-
provement over the broad and vague attacks on the news industry that current-
ly exist. 

As this brief review of possibilities suggests, it is certainly possible to con-
ceive of an accreditation process that might provide an effective way to differ-
entiate reliable sources of news from purveyors of misinformation. What ben-
efits such an accreditation system might yield, and how such a system could be 
economically sustained, pose equally thorny questions. We address these issues 
in the next Part. 

i i i . how could an identifier of reliable news sources be 
used? 

An effective mechanism to identify reliable generators of original content 
might be used in several ways to minimize the impact of fake news, from pro-
moting the dissemination of reliable information and connecting accredited 
sources to funding, to educating news consumers to differentiate information 
from reliable and unreliable sources. 

A. Platforms and Advertisers Could Surface Information from Reliable Sources 

As discussed above, Facebook, Google, and other social media platforms 
have already confirmed that they can, and are willing to, preference specific 
news sources through their algorithms. This capability could prove a more 
powerful tool against fake news with a viable system of accreditation. Plat-
forms could “uprank” stories from accredited outlets without endorsing a par-
ticular news organization or story. Post-hoc fact-checking might then become 

 

84. Casey Bukro, Coded Controversy, SOC’Y FOR PROF. JOURNALISTS: QUILL (Apr. 2, 2010), http://
www.spj.org/quill_issue.asp?ref=1660 [http://perma.cc/BSH8-GAM6]. 

85. Art Swi�, Americans’ Trust in Mass Media Sinks to New Low, GALLUP (Sept. 14, 2016), 
http://www.gallup.com/poll/195542/americans-trust-mass-media-sinks-new-low.aspx 
[http://perma.cc/R2UK-V8PH]. 
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less central to the fight against fake news. This approach would especially be 
useful in scenarios where platforms enjoy limited or no immunity from inter-
mediary liability.86 

Upranking based on accreditation could also aid news organizations. As 
they become increasingly reliant on traffic from social media sites, they become 
more vulnerable to unpredictable algorithmic changes. Earlier this year, several 
small and midrange publishers reported seeing a sharp decline in the reach of 
their posts on Facebook even as their pages gained more followers.87 Articles 
posted by the Chicago Tribune, for example, went from a reach of twenty-five to 
fi�y thousand people in the first quarter of 2016 to reach ranges as low as four 
thousand to six thousand people during the first quarter of 2017.88 Accredita-
tion could provide platforms with a content-neutral way to uprank the stories 
of financially-stressed smaller and start-up publications, sites that might par-
ticularly benefit from algorithm bumps they would not receive without accredi-
tation. 

Accreditation might also be used to starve out fake news sites by directing 
more funding to accredited news outlets. Advertisers might refuse to advertise 
on unaccredited websites, and social media platforms might agree to increase 
an accredited publisher’s share of revenue for ads or to release more user data 
on labeled articles. 

Accreditation would not solve the problem of how Facebook and Google 
should fund original news content, but it could provide a mechanism to ease a 
solution. 

B. Consumers Could Differentiate Reliably Reported Information from  
Fake News 

Accreditation could also signal to news consumers a way to judge the 
source of information they receive on social media, making it more difficult for 
fake news to pass the “smell test.” As discussed, the educational task is daunt-

 

86. See, e.g., Amar Toor, Germany Wants To Fine Facebook over Hate Speech, Raising Fears of Cen-
sorship, VERGE (June 23, 2017, 7:00 AM ET), http://www.theverge.com/2017/6/23/15852048
/germany-hate-speech-facebook-twitter-fine-censorship [http://perma.cc/LL5R-227L]. 

87. Lucia Moses, Publishers Are Seeing Another Big Decline in Reach on Facebook, DIGIDAY (Apr. 
20, 2017), http://digiday.com/media/publishers-seeing-another-big-decline-reach-facebook 
[http://perma.cc/3S3R-8LYT]. 

88. Kurt Gessler, Facebook’s Algorithm Isn’t Surfacing One-Third of Our Posts. And It’s Getting 
Worse, MEDIUM (April 17, 2017), http://medium.com/@kurtgessler/facebooks-algorithm 
-isn-t-surfacing-one-third-of-our-posts-and-it-s-getting-worse-68e37ee025a3 [http://
perma.cc/NG2H-PH6D]. 
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ing.89 To develop a shared concept on social media of what is reliable, it will be 
necessary to foster a shared understanding of how reliable information is gen-
erated and how it can be identified. An accreditation system would identify 
content from a wide variety of sources with an easy-to-understand label. These 
labels would allow the concept of accreditation to follow wherever the article is 
shared, penetrating most peer-to-peer networks. 

Developing the full contours of an accreditation system is beyond the scope 
of this Essay, but even a cursory review suggests numerous ways that a reliable, 
content-neutral system of accreditation could improve the flow of information 
that actually reaches an audience and the financial fortunes of those who gener-
ate that content. 

iv. is  accreditation feasible and sustainable?  

Under any scenario, the potential of an accreditation process can never be 
achieved if no viable economic base exists to support the necessary accredita-
tion infrastructure. Thinking through possible funding systems in a compre-
hensive way requires further research on news organizations’ revenue flows 
and technological constraints. If an accreditation system could come to carry 
meaning in the market for news, however, there should be a way to capture the 
economic value of accreditation, both to benefit those who generate original 
content using accredited methods and to support the costs of the accreditation 
itself. Several forces of self-interest might be harnessed to produce a viable ac-
creditation system in the news industry. 

First, it is in the platforms’ economic interest to promote the distribution of 
reliable information over misinformation and propaganda. Users object to be-
ing constantly duped, and advertisers have little interest in being tied to misin-
formation. Regularly providing reliable information may even save platforms 
money by bolstering the effectiveness of their other initiatives. Platforms 
should be willing to accept accreditation as a factor to be weighted in their al-
gorithms to steer readers to reliable news sources. Their interest in delivering 
reliable information could also induce the platforms to adjust advertising reve-
nue splits to direct a greater share of advertising dollars to accredited genera-
tors of reliable information.90 
 

89. See text accompanying supra notes 30-33. 

90. The platforms already adjust revenue sharing to incentivize certain behavior. See supra note 
57. Facebook, for example, recently announced a 55% revenues split for users who upload 
video content, but bars revenue sharing for content it deems inappropriate for advertisers. 
Todd Spangler, Facebook Releases Ad Guidelines for What Content Is — And Isn’t — Acceptable, 
VARIETY (Sept. 13, 2017), http://variety.com/2017/digital/news/facebook-advertising 
-eligibility-monetization-guidelines-content-1202556088 [http://perma.cc/BE6J-8VBM] 
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Second, many advertisers have a direct interest in not being seen as sup-
porting the spread of misinformation and propaganda.91 Their reputational 
concerns could similarly incentivize them to direct their online ads dollars to 
accredited content. 

Third, generators of information would have an interest in obtaining and 
maintaining accreditation if such tangible economic benefits from accreditation 
were to manifest. The voluntary system of receiving a rating from the Motion 
Picture Association of America represents one model of how economic self-
interest can support the costs of administering a process of accreditation.92 Just 
as a movie rating provides a reliable indicator of content that translates into in-
creased profits at the box office, an increase in web traffic, a more favorable rev-
enue split, and a more dedicated pool of potential advertisers should serve to 
increase revenue for the generators of accredited material. Similarly, just as 
universities underwrite the costs of their accrediting agencies because accredi-
tation is essential to their continued viability,93 news organizations benefiting 
from increased revenues derived from accredited content would have a clear in-
centive to underwrite the costs of accreditation. 

conclusion 

These preliminary musings raise more questions than they answer, and 
leave much to be explored. Even a fully functioning system of accredited sites 
would not eliminate fake news. Many means of online manipulation can shi� 
opinions, purchases, and voting preferences without people’s knowledge. For 
example, it has been estimated that biased search results can shi� voting pref-
 

91. With a rise of advertiser boycotts aimed at punishing organizations connected to alleged 
sexual misconduct, hate speech, and other morally or politically controversial issues, adver-
tisers are becoming increasing sensitive to where their ads appear on social media sites. See, 
e.g., Jeanine Poggi, The CMO’s Guide to Ad Boycotts, ADVERT. AGE (June 28, 2017), 
http://adage.com/article/media/cmo-s-guide-ad-boycotts/309569 [http://perma.cc/XKJ6 
-CRER]; Starbucks and Walmart Join Growing List of Advertisers Boycotting YouTube, GUARDI-

AN (Mar. 25, 2017, 1:27 AM ET), http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/mar/24
/walmart-starbucks-pepsi-pull-ads-google-youtube [http://perma.cc/4UEV-Y8KJ]. 

92. The MPAA rating system is voluntary and funded through payments by those who want 
their movies rated. Craig Baker, How Do Movies Get Their Ratings?, MENTAL FLOSS (July 10, 
2014), http://mentalfloss.com/article/57664/how-do-movies-get-their-ratings [http://
perma.cc/9KG2-2S64]. 

93. Higher education accrediting organizations receive funding, inter alia, from annual dues 
paid by the accredited institutions and fees charged in the accreditation process. See Fact 
Sheet #5, COUNCIL HIGHER EDUC. ACCREDITATION (Apr. 2006), http://www.chea.org
/userfiles/CHEA%20Fact%20Sheets/fact_sheet_5_operation.pdf [http://perma.cc/KV3Q 
-QDJT]. 
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erences as much as eighty percent in some groups,94 and autofill search sugges-
tions can dramatically impact the nature of people’s searches and the infor-
mation delivered to them.95 Nevertheless, the concept of accreditation deserves 
consideration as one meaningful way to address a problem that appears diffi-
cult to solve through other means. 

Far from being a journalist’s “license,” a system of voluntary accreditation 
could provide a readily identifiable and meaningful indicator of the reliability 
of the source. One might think of it as the press pass for the digital age. 
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